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Tell your own story

-1-  I want to write my Main Idea.    I need a Main Clause.

-2-
I want to start

One 1 The Noun 
always lives here Two  2 The Full Verb 

always lives here Three  3 The Noun 
and his friends 

sometimes visit

The Full Verb 
never visits

The Noun 
House

Sometimes 
his friends visit

The Verb 
House

Sometimes 
her friends visit

The Holiday 
House

Grammar books call this the Subject Grammar books call this the Verb Grammar books call this the Object

I MUST write a Noun here I MUST write a Verb here I might write extra information here.

I CAN'T write a Verb here.
This is 

the beginning 
of my sentence.

I start with a 
Capital Letter 

CL
This is 

not the beginning 
of my sentence.

I start with a
lower case letter 

lc
The Main Clause is also called a Simple Sentence.

I use a Simple Sentence when I want to
write only one Main Idea.
write an impact sentence.
write fast action sentences.

MC1
-3-

I want to 
finish

.
!

I want to 
add 

another 
Main Idea

for

and

nor

but

or

yet

so

I want to 
add an 

Extra Idea
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Tell your own story

The Noun's Friends The Verb's Friends

Article
a, an, the, ∅* Tells us a lot about the Noun.

Adverb
quickly, happily Describes the Verb.

Remember five important things here.
A grey cat was asleep up on the couch. Everyone ran happily towards the water.

Adjective
big, fast What sort of Noun?

Modal
would, should Tells what we think of a Verb.

1 This is the Holiday House so sometimes it 
is empty and no-one is here at all.The fast car drove along the street. You should come to the party.

Comparative
taller, better Compares two Nouns.

Particle
up, out Helps with some Verbs.

2 The Noun and all his friends can visit this House.
The taller son got into the basketball team. We caught up with them

Superlative
funniest, best Tells me the first or last Noun 

in a group.

Auxiliary

am, have Tells us the time of the Verb.
3 The Full Verb NEVER visits. She is too busy 

doing Verb things in the Verb House.The funniest girl in the class is Jenny. He is sleeping. (Here, is means now.)

Counter 
(Quantifier)

some, many How many Nouns? didn't, isn't Tells us if a Verb is + or -. 4 The Adverb can visit: 
We ran down the hill quickly.Some people think that English is hard. We didn't go. Here, did means that 

* go was past and 
* n't means go didn't happen.

Pointer 
(Determiner)

this, that Which Noun/s?
5 The Particle can visit as well: 

We picked her up from the station.This Thursday is my birthday!

Preposition
to, from, on Where/When is the Noun?

The book on the shelf is mine.

Possessive
my, yours Whose Noun?

My dad is really funny.

Pronoun
he, she, it replaces the Noun.

They are my cousins.
* This is called the Zero article. It means that we don't use an article. 

For example, we might say, "I like watching ∅ movies."

MC2I want to add Noun friends and Verb friends

One 1 The Noun 
always lives here Two  2 The Full Verb 

always lives here Three  3 The Noun 
and his friends 

sometimes visit

The Full Verb 
never visits

The Noun 
House

Sometimes 
his friends visit

The Verb 
House

Sometimes 
her friends visit

The Holiday House


